
Information for visitors of the SHU2D 
group at the Shanghai University 

(Updated: 18. October 2019) 
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Map of Baoshan Campus of SHU 



SHU: Metro Line7, Station “Shanghai University”

Address (EN): Shanghai City, Baoshan district, Shangda Road 99, Shanghai University, Building E, 
Office 119

Address (CN): 上海市 宝⼭区 上⼤路 99 号, 上海⼤学, 校内 E 楼 119 房间 
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Phone numbers and e-mails to contact our group members 

Prof. Yuriy Dedkov	 

Phone:		 +86-183-2100-1741	 

E-mail:		 dedkov@shu.edu.cn (W), yuriy.dedkov@icloud.com (P)

Skype:		 yuriy.dedkov

WeChat ID:	 yudedkov	 


Prof. Elena Voloshina

Phone:		 +86-183-2100-0754

E-mail:		 voloshina@shu.edu.cn (W), elena.voloshina@icloud.com (P)

Skype:		 e.n.voloshina

WeChat ID:	 evoloshina


Mr. Guo Qilin, PhD Student

Phone: 	 +86-183-0181-5015	 	 

E-mail:		 KylinGuo@shu.edu.cn (W)

WeChatID: 	 KylinGuo_SH


Mr. Yan Mouhui, PhD Student

Phone:		 +86-188-1739-3457

E-mail:		 yanmouhui0@shu.edu.cn (W)

WeChat ID: 	 shoujijack91


Mobile phones SIM cards 

All mobile carriers SIM cards from Europe and USA are working in China. However, we strongly 
recommend you to organise a new Chinese mobile phone number as a local mobile number, that 
will make your life much easier in China. You can select among many companies: China Mobile, 
China Unicom, China Telecom, etc. Please inform yourself about different options. Our students 
will be happy to help you to organise a SIM card - just contact them.   	 


Banks and ATM machines 

Debit and credit cards from Europe and USA are accepted without any problems. You can use 
ATM machines of any banks, but we recommend CCB, ICBC, and Bank of China as we have 
good experience with them. Presently, foreigners cannot easily open bank accounts in China 
(except CCB bank, but these cards cannot be used abroad). However, if one has an R visa in the 
passport (long term multiple visa for 10 years with a possibility to stay in China for not more than 
180 days per year), then ICBC and Bank of China can open a bank card for you, which can be 
used abroad without problems (abroad one can withdraw maximum $500/day and maximum 
RMB 100000 per year).


Internet and Wi-Fi 

Internet is a very important part of modern life, so connecting to the SHU’ free internet is one of 
the most crucial needs for a foreigner. Free Wi-Fi is provided in all SHU public locations. Log in 
using your SHU internet log in details. Cable internet is also available. Many Wi-Fi networks are 
available, please ask our students for assistance. 
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Canteens 

(a) Main campus


There are four multi-level canteens located on the main campus, and they serve a wide variety of 
food. Take time to explore them all. The common way to select food is to point at what you want 
and then use your Campus ID card for payment (no cash payments accepted). Please ask our 
students for assistance.


• “YiXin”, 益新楼，

Also called 1st Canteen because the sound “Yi” also means 1. The building has 3 floors of 
canteens, for example, 2nd floor: International Cuisine, 3rd floor: Restaurant for Teachers and 
Special Occasions


• “ErMei”, 尔美楼，

Also called 2nd Canteen because the sound “er” also means 2. The building has 3 floors of 
canteens, for example, 2nd floor: Korean, Japanese, Western, etc, 3rd floor: Professors’ Canteen


• “ShanMing”, ⼭明楼, 

Also called 3rd Canteen because the sound “shan” is very similar to that of “san” which means 3. 
It has 3 floors of canteens, for example, 3rd floor: Muslim Cuisine


• “ShuiXiu”, ⽔秀楼，

Also called 4th Canteen and has 2 floors of canteens.


(b) Southern Campus


• Southern Campus Canteen, also called Fifth Canteen, consists of 2 floors of canteens


(c) Eastern Campus


• Eastern Campus Canteen, also called Sixth Canteen	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 


• “PAN” or “PAN Xi” Coffee Shop “泮溪书店”, First floor, building 9.

PAN Coffee Shop is a Western-style coffee shop that also serves Western-style meals. They do 
not accept payment using the SHU ID card 


Sports facilities 

The Shanghai University Gym is located on the Baoshan campus.


• Swimming Pool (Indoor)


Mon:	 	 	 15:45 – 16:30, 16:45 – 19:45

Tues to Thurs: 	 15:45 – 17:45

Fri:	 	 	 15:45 – 19:45

Sat, Sun:	 	 13:00 - 19:45


35 RMB for 90 minutes

Swimmers, swimming cap, towel, and googles are required.


• Training Hall (Basketball, badminton, football, table Tennis, yoga and so on)


Mon and Tues:	 8:00 – 19:30

Wed:	 	 	 8:00 – 15:30, 18:00 – 19:30

Thurs:	 	 	 8:00 – 17:30

Fri:	 	 	 11:30 – 19:30
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Sat and Sun: 	 	 13:00 – 19:30


6-15 RMB/hour/person


• Tennis Stadium

Open time: 8:30～22:00


Indoor stadium: 

	 12 RMB/hour (before 17:00, weekdays)

	 24 RMB/hour (after 17:00, weekdays/ weekend)


Outdoor stadium: 

	 30-60 RMB/hour (before 17:00, weekdays)

	 60-120 RMB/hour (after 17:00, weekdays/ weekend)


Shanghai Transportation Card 
The Shanghai Transportation card can be purchased at the Service Desk inside Metro stations. 
This card can be used for Metros, Buses, Maglev and Taxi’s.


Card Deposit 20 RMB 


Money can be  deposited on the card at most Metro Service desks, or by using a self-service 
machine at Metro stations. In case of any problems with the card you need to go to specific 
stations that provide “refund and value transfer services”.


For more details, please check the official website of the public transportation card, or call the 
hotline +86-21-12319; http://service.shmetro.com/en/


Metro 
The metro system is very easy to use. Signs and messages are in both Chinese and English. 


Metros arrive every few minutes.


A Single Journey ticket can be purchased at the self-service machines, however, the Shanghai 
Transportation Card is much more convenient to use as you just scan the card when you enter the 
platform and again as you leave. The balance remaining on the card will be displayed when you 
scan the card.


When standing on the platform, there are signs above the Metro doors listing all the stations on 
the line. The stations that the Metro is going to are in bold writing, whereas those that is has 
already stopped at are in grey. This helps to board the Metro in the correct direction.


The Metro has already stopped at the grey-colored stops


Announcements are made in both Chinese and English, including the name of the next stop.


Most Stations have public toilets. 
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Metro Phone Apps 

(1) Metro interactive map


Download via Explore Shanghai website (English version map), or, Metro website. The maps are 
very good. They help you to find the most direct route through the web of the Metro system.


(2) Your Shanghai Transport Card can be accessed on your phone. You use a bar code on your 
phone to scan at the turnstiles. Download this App using codes at the Metro station. Shanghai 
University has several Metro stations close to the campuses.

• Yanchang Campus is on line 1 (red line): Yanchang Road (5 minute walk to South Gate) and 

Shanghai Circus World Station (5 minute walk to North Gate)

• Baoshan Campus is on line 7 (orange line): The university has two stations at its gates, 

Shanghai University Station (North gate) and Nanchen Road Station (East Gate).

• Jiading Campus is close to line 11 (dark red line): North Jiading Station (and then a 30 min 

walk).


Bus 

Buses are very easy to use but are a bit intimidating. Deposit 2 RMB in the box (no change is 
given) or scan your Shanghai Transportation Card when you board, and then sit down. Inside the 
bus, a sign displays the name of the next stop in Chinese and English. 


Bus Stop names are often two road names. The first road is the one the bus is travelling on and 
the second is the closest cross street. 


The time of the next bus is displayed on the screen on the bus stop sign.


That was the easy part. 


Each route has a different number, and the frequency on that route could be every couple of 
minutes or in the case of the 767 (between Baoshan and Yanchang Campuses) every 20 minutes.

Each bus stop has a sign displaying which buses stop there and the complete list of all stops that 
the bus makes … all in Chinese. The timetable includes the stops that the bus has already made 
(these are printed in grey).


Buses are a great way to see the city. Each bus is dedicated to that one route, so if you travel to 
the end you can catch the next one back to the same stop across the road from where you 
started. (Occasionally there are one way sections so it might not be directly opposite) … Have Fun 
Exploring!


• 767: Baoshan Campus to Yanchang Campus

 

Board the bus at Nanchen Road / Sihao qiao (East gate of Baoshan Campus) and get off at the 
Guangzhonglu Pingxingguan Road Station (at North gate Yanchang campus).


Approximately 50 Minutes, 15 stops


The return trip follows the same route, however, the bus stop is across the road from the 
Yanchang North Gate and then a block towards the east.


• 858: Baoshan Campus to Jiading Campus


Board at Jinqiu garden Ruikang Road Station (Walk across the road from North Gate and the bus 
stop is 250 metres to the left, get off the bus at the South gate bus Station and then a short walk 
(see second map).


It takes approximately 1.5 hours.
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10 minute walk to Jiading Campus from the end of the 885 line


Maglev  

The Maglev (up to 350km/h) runs between Pudong International Airport and Longyang Road 
Metro station, line 7 (orange line) and line 2 (green line).


One way ticket 50 RMB

One way ticket (using Shanghai Transportation Card) 40 RMB


A Maglev is currently being built to connect the two International Airports.


Long Distance Trains 

Shanghai has four long distance train stations that travel to all parts of China and these stations 
are easily accessed using the Metro system.


• Shanghai Station

上海⽕⻋站

Metro line 1 (red line)

303 Moling road, Jingan District

静安区秣陵路303号


• South Shanghai Station

上海南站

Metro line 1 (red line)

Metro line 3 (yellow line)

9001 Humin Road, Xuhui District

徐汇区沪闵路9001号


• West Shanghai Station

上海⻄站

Metro line 11 (red-brown line)

22 Taopu Road, Putou District

普陀区桃浦路22号


• Shanghai Hongqiao Station

虹桥⽕⻋站

Metro line 2 (green line)

Metro line 10 (purple line)

1500 Shengui Road, Minhang District

闵⾏区申贵路1500号

 

There are fast trains (G), slow trains (D) and overnight trains (T). Each train has different categories 
of seats. (2nd class on a fast train is more comfortable than an economy airplane seat).


Tickets can be purchased at the station or a dedicated Railway Ticket selling shop. 

Another method is to purchase online from www.english.ctrip.com or the CTRIP app and then the 
ticket must be picked up from a Railway Station (passport as Identification), just prior to boarding 
is quite fine (allow at least 60 minutes). Foreigners cannot pick up tickets purchased online from a 
Railway ticket shop (this info is not fully correct) or from the automatic machines at the station.

Tickets can only be purchased within 30 days of travel.
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Warning: The train is punctual, they are never late. Train doors closes 5 minutes prior to departure, 
do not be late. 


• Shanghai to Beijing, by high-speed rail train, 4.5~6 hours, 553 RMB (2nd Class).

• Shanghai to Hang Zhou, by high-speed rail train, 1 hour, 73 RMB (2nd Class).

• Shanghai to Nan Jing, by high-speed rail train, 1~2 hours, 135 RMB (2nd Class) 

• Shanghai to Wu Xi, by high-speed rail train, 0.5~1 hours, 60 RMB (2nd Class).

• Shanghai to SuZhou, by high-speed rail train, 20~30 minutes, 73 RMB (2nd Class) 


Note: Trains travelling to Suzhou, Nanjing and Beijing, etc, leave from both Shanghai Railway 
Station and Shanghai Hongqiao Railway Station. Carefully check your ticket.


Bicycle 

Bicycles are making a big comeback in Shanghai. Not only are they very convenient, but 
Shanghai is flat, so they are quite easy to ride everywhere. Specific bike lanes are on the side of 
all the roads (it is prohibited to ride on footpaths).


There are several providers of bicycles to rent, for example, Mobike. Mobike has an English app 
to find the nearest bike and rent it, which is very easy to use. 


Ensure that you carefully lock your own bicycle when not in use as they often get stolen (actually, 
even locked bicycles get stolen).


Electric Scooter 

• Electric scooters need to be registered, and license plate attached to e-bike

• Rider does not require a Chinese Driver’s License.

• Do not ride on footpaths or pedestrian crossings (must walk the e-bike)

• Cannot have an adult pillion passenger

• Must obey all traffic laws and regulations


Transport to and from the Airports 

(1) Taxi (approximate prices and times)


Hail Taxi from the Official Airport Taxi Stand. Do not accept any offers from people that offer you a 
taxi ride.


• Pudong International Airport

To Baoshan Campus 		 300 RMB, 1 hour

To Yanchang Campus 	 220 RMB, 45 minutes


• Hongqiao International Airport

To Baoshan Campus   	 100 RMB, 30 minutes

To Yanchang Campus  	 100 RMB, 30 minutes


(2) Metro


Metro line 2 (Green line) connects the two airports.


• Pudong International Airport (East End of line 2 (light green line))


To Baoshan Campus

Metro Line 2 (Green line)(20 stops), change at Jing'An Temple to Line 7 (Orange line)(12 stops), 
and get off at Shanghai University (exit No. 2) Approximately 100 minutes.
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To Yanchang Campus

Metro Line 2 (Green line)(18 stops), change at People’s Square to Line 1 (Red line)(5 stops), and 
get off at Yanchang Road. Approximately 80 minutes.


• Hongqiao International Airport (West End of line 2 (light green line))


To Baoshan Campus

Metro Line 2 (Green line)(7 stops), change at Jing'An Temple to Line 7 (Orange line)(12 stops), and 
get off at Shanghai University (exit No. 2). Approximately 60 minutes.


To Yanchang Campus

Metro Line 2 (Green line)(9 stops), change at People’s Square to Line 1(Red line)(5 stops), and get 
off at Yanchang Road. Approximately 50 minutes.


(3) Maglev and Metro


• Pudong International Airport


To Baoshan Campus

Maglev from Airport to Longyang Road (Terminus), change to Metro line 7 (orange line)(25 stops), 
and get off at Shanghai University (exit No. 2)  Approximately 90 minutes.


To Yanchang Campus

Maglev from Airport to Longyang Road (Terminus), change to Metro line 2 (Green line)(7 stops), 
change at People’s Square to Line 1 (Red line)(5 stops), and get off at Yanchang Road. 
Approximately 75 minutes.


A selection of Mobile Phone Apps 

(Information obtained from “Timeout Shanghai”)


There are a myriad of Apps available that make life in Shanghai easier. Listed below are a small 
selection of Apps, but by no means is this all of them. Ask your colleagues and especially your 
foreign friends which Apps that they find the most useful.


• Baidu Maps


Price: Free (iPhone, Android).     

What is it? China’s version of Google Maps.    

Use it for: Getting around the city.     

Best feature: Street View.


Whether you’re walking or in a taxi, a good map in this city is essential – and Google Maps is 
hardly reliable in China. Baidu Maps offers the most up-to-date solution, with 2D and 3D views, 
satellite imaging, real-time traffic data, navigation and offline maps. The interface is only available 
in Chinese but the points of interest can all be searched for in English, and the icon-based design 
makes it easy to operate. With this app in hand you need never be lost down a longtang again.  


• Didi


Price: Free (iPhone, Android).

What is it? The ultimate Shanghai taxi app.

Use it for: Hailing a cab.

Best feature: Taxi proximity map.
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Covering 300 cities and with over 500,000 taxis (so claims the blurb), the app allows you to 
request a cab from any location, and it's available in both English and Chinese. If you've mastered 
basic Chinese taxi vocabulary and you’ve already got WeChat or Alipay (and thus Didi Dache in 
Chinese in  your ‘Wallet’/'Home' section), you may find the stand alone app superfluous.


• WeChat


Price: Free (iPhone, iPad, Android).    

What is it? Messaging and calling app.    

Use it for: Texting, voice messaging, video calls to friends and family back home, 
a second wallet, sharing memories, following businesses.

Best Feature: Besides all the basics that all messaging and calling apps have, 
WeChat has stickers. 


WeChat is your everything. If you're to lazy to switch on your VPN to use Instagram, WeChat 
moments can work as a diary. As most businesses have an official WeChat account, you can scan 
their QR code, and add them into your subscription list to get the latest updates. WeChat wallet 
even allows you to go out of your house without any cash. Most shops, from your neighbourhood 
fruit seller to departmental stores allow you to pay using WeChat. The 'Go Dutch' function is just 
pure genius, for when you and your group chat friends share a meal, sparing you from personally 
hounding them to pay you back by sending regular reminders that they owe you money. If you're 
ever feeling rich, you can even transfer your friend a hongbao.

 


• Alipay


Price: Free (iPhone, Android). 

What is it?  ePayment app similar to WeChat, but without the cool chat 
functions. 

Use it for: Transferring larger sums of money, buying movie tickets, using  kuaidi 
(sending Taobao parcels back for a size change). 

Best feature: As an app that focuses exclusively on epayment, and transactions, 

it has a much clearer interface showing your transactions by month as compared to WeChat. You 
might also need to use Alipay to pay for your rent, electricity and water bills. 


• Explore Shanghai Metro Map


Price: Free (iPhone, Android).   

What is it? Metro map.   

Use it for: Making sense of the city’s ever-increasing metro network.   

Best feature: The route planner, with journey times and prices.


For the metro, the Explore Shanghai app is a real must-have. Not only does it give you the full 
subway map, it also provides route planning, GPS and maps of the areas around all the stations 
so that you can find the best exit. The interface is in both English and Chinese and, for a small in-
app purchase, you can remove the advertising that pops up, plus get train times, tips and offline 
street maps. If you’re travelling, Explore also provides metro maps for Beijing, Guangzhou, Hong 
Kong, Seoul, Singapore and Taipei.  


• Taobao 


Price: Free (iPhone, Android).   

What is it? China’s online marketplace.   

Use it for: Buying things you don’t need.  

Best feature: Instant access to brilliant and bizarre products.


It’s been said that if a product exists you’ll find it on Taobao. With this app, your wallet is going to 
take a further hit as buying stuff gets a whole lot easier once you have Taobao in your pocket. The 
interface is Chinese-only but navigation is relatively easy if you know your way around the web 
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version. Features such as the barcode scanner and local cinema and KTV information are useful, 
but the best thing about this app is still buying random stuff that you don’t really need.  


• Dazhong Dianping


Price: Free (iPhone, Android). 

What is it? A database of restaurants and more. 

Use it for: Finding food, movies and deals. 

Best feature: User reviews. 


Like its hugely popular website, the Dianping app offers a local directory of a huge range of 
services such as restaurants, hotels, KTV joints, films, shops and food delivery options. The app, 
which is only available in Chinese, covers several major cities in China and uses GPS to allow you 
to check in and share locations. Though some functions are fairly explanatory, using this app can 
be trickier than the website if you’re not familiar with the language. With a little knowledge, 
though, it’s great as a quick reference point. 


• Bonapp


Price: Free (iPhone, Android).

What is it?: An app for user-reviewed restaurant recommendations.

Use it for: Finding a good place to eat near you.

Best feature: User reviews.


Some say Bonapp is the english version of Dianping, except only dealing in food. It offers user-
reviewed listings for hundreds of restaurants of all cuisine types around the city. If you like to have 
your opinion heard, sign up for an account so you can add your own reviews. If you're a frequent 
traveller around Asia, Bonapp also works in cities like Guangzhou, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Taipei and 
Singapore. 


• Shanghai stops


Price: 6RMB (iPhone).

What is it? Bus maps for the city.

Use it for: Getting to grips with Shanghai’s myriad bus routes.

Best feature: Prices and bus running times.


Presented fully in English, this app allows you to search by stop, by bus or find your position on 
the map and discover your closest stops. The main problem here is that the app currently relies 
on Google for its maps and this can leave you with a big question mark over your head. Despite 
this, the app still has its uses, as you can manually search for locations and bus numbers. When 
you choose a route, the app provides you with a list of stops as well as prices and running times. 
If this app could be adapted to use Baidu maps, it would be a big success. 


• Pleco


Price: Free (iPhone, Android).

What is it? The ultimate Chinese dictionary.

Use it for: Translation.

Best feature: Add-ons.


There are plenty of Chinese translation options on your phone but Pleco offers a proper dictionary, 
allowing you to search for words in English and Chinese, look up the different meanings and truly 
learn the language. The interface is in English but you can input using the keyboard or by building 
up radicals. The dictionary is extensive, especially so when considering that this is a free app, and 
is great for reference. But if you’re looking for more, there are in-app purchases to make it even 
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better, including optical character recognition (though the free trial version is pretty effective too), 
full-screen handwriting and audio packages.


• Baidu Translate


Price: Free (iPhone, Android).

What is it? A reliable translation tool from the Chinese internet giant. 

Use it for: Translation.

Best feature: Image translations. 


Chinese internet giant Baidu's translate app has an image recognition feature, allowing you to 
take a photo of a real object, circle it on screen and for the app to then provide translation options 
for said object – the results can be patchy, but generally it gets you the answers you need. Away 
from this feature, Baidu handles standard voice and written translation tasks well and comes with 
a handy selection of Chinese expressions which you can tap for their English meanings.
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Emergency	Contacts
Shanghai Call Centre

962288
Available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

(They can help as an interpreter over the phone)

Emergency Service
Fire: 119
Police: 110
Ambulance: 120
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